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A Study of Hitting Motion in Kendδ 

一一 Coordinationbetween Arms and Legs Movements一一

By Shuji Fukumoto* 

Studies have been continued for some years on hitting motion in Kendo (Japanese 

fencing) with effective coordination motion of various parts of the body and efficient 

hitting as arms. However， the studies ma:1e so far concerned majorly with basic unit 

hitting. As to continued tricks in which the factor of Kendo's dynamic posture 

seems to be displayed remarkably， no studies have been made excepting Tsuboi's 

study on two-motion Men hitting. 1n this study， therefore， the objectives were 

placed on basic M en hitting and two-motion blows - Kote→Mon and Mon→M仰，

as well as on concerted motion between arms and legs among experienced fencers 

and beginners， and on postures variable at angles. At the same time， to see differ-

ences between the experienced and non-experienced as to changes in postures as seen 

from the point of speed， concerted motion and so on， and to see how e宜ectivelyex-

perienced fencers were making blows， were also the ob作ctivesof the present study. 

The results of the study are as shown below. 

Conclusion 

1n the case of beginners， marked up and down motions were seen as compared 

with experienced fencers. 1n addition to that finding， in the case o.f beginners， con-

certed motions were not clearly seen between arms and legs when trying' to accom-

plish their purposes， there was seen a tendency of their motions having being broken 

instead o.f having being continuous. 

While in the case of experienced .fencers， even when complicated， continuous mo-

tions were to be made， blows were given in a single motion in which translation o.f 

the upper part of the body and an effective， balanced up and down motion wぽ emade. 

1n other words， blowing was made in a rational， concerted motion between arms 

and legs， which may be said to be a highly efficient motion. 
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